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The IT Marketing Crash Course will help you grow your technology business. The book is
designed for companies that are new to marketing and want to learn how to get clients fast. If
you provide managed services, web/mobile application development, software development,
cybersecurity or network services, this book will show you how to generate more qualified leads
and close more sales.What people are saying:“Raj is a superstar marketer whose strategies I’ve
followed and written about for years. Now he shares his techniques for success with you in this
entertaining book. I’m confident his proven ideas will benefit your business.” - David Meerman
Scott, international bestselling author of The New Rules of Marketing and PR, now in more than
25 languages“If you need to focus your entire team on what it takes to sell more, give them this
book – fast.” - Dan Solomon, author of Media Rules! and former-CEO of a three-times INC 5000
company“The book dives right into actionable steps to help technology companies win more
business.” - Dale Coyner, Founder, Communicast Inc.“Raj has been an Internet pioneer even
before there was a GUI. His latest work pushes the envelope ever deeper in to modern
marketing from which we can all profit.” – Mike Mann, author of Make Millions and Make a
Change, CEO of SEO.com, Chairman of Grassroots.org“Definitive answers to marketing issues
that every tech entrepreneur faces. Forget trial and error... this book will shorten your learning
curve substantially.” – Duffy Mazan, CEO, Second Venue“Shows how to overcome many of the
misconceptions and myths about how to market a technology company. Businesses who use
this advice will save millions of dollars in misspent sales costs, and avoid months of aggravation
doing things wrong before they get it right.” - Dave Jefferson, CEO, Mojo Live“This book is full of
up-to-date marketing strategies and insightful tactics IT companies to generate qualified leads
and win new clients. Required reading for anyone looking to grow their technology business.” -
Mary Knebel, Vice President, Alarm.com“This is not a book you read once and put away on the
bookshelf. You want to read this again, and again.” - Chris Brown, Vice President,
Aldebaron“Offers specific ideas that IT entrepreneurs can implement. I especially liked the
action-oriented checklists at the end of each chapter.” - Shahid Shah, CEO, Netspective“An
educational and timely reference guide for anyone involved (and the many more interested) in
keeping up with today’s marketing tactics.” - Irene Lane, President, Greenloons
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like this book…I am hopeful that you will find the ideas and tips presented in this book useful for
growing your technology business. I've included actionable steps at the end of each chapter.If
you like the book, I would be grateful if you posted a positive review on Ebook Tops or on other
book review sites. You can also reach me directly on LinkedIn - I would love to hear your
feedback: .This Isn’t Really Just a BookIt feels like a book, but it's much more. It’s a marketing
vehicle that will accelerate your IT sales. You can turn the concepts you will learn about here into
your personal marketing tool. And it doesn’t stop with the last page.This vehicle keeps moving
you forward with new marketing trends, ideas, checklists, white papers, webinars, videos, case
studies of other IT companies like yours, and more.To access this additional wealth of
information that is included with your purchase, register your book at:Don’t skip this step – do it
now before you forget!A Quick Note…When you read this book, you'll notice a few references to
a product called Presstacular. It is an innovative product that we've developed to help IT
consulting companies generate warm leads and win more business. If you would like more
details, please see the description at the end of the book in the Appendix. You can try it free
at .Table of ContentsPart 1: On Your Mark1. Getting Very Clear on What You Sell2. The Most
Overlooked First Step in Marketing: Your Buyer Persona3. Honing Your Marketing Message4.
Pricing Strategies That Make it Easier for Clients to BuyPart 2: Get Set5. The #1 Way to Work
Your Referral Network6. Questions That Uncover Hidden Sales OpportunitiesPart 3: Go7. What
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1ON YOUR MARK1. Getting Very Clear on What You Sell"Success demands singleness of
purpose." - Vince LombardiThere are Riches in NichesThe meeting room at the Hilton was
packed. During a break, the guy sitting next to me leaned over to introduce himself. Since this is
what networking is all about I was happy to make his acquaintance. You never know where these
connections might lead.I asked the standard question: “So, what does your business do?” His
response left me confused, really confused.“We perform IT services for government agencies,
businesses, and nonprofits.”This was a pretty vague answer, so I dug deeper. He replied,
“Things like web design, managed services, network management, and software
development.”“So, how big is your firm?” I asked.“We’re relatively new. My partner and I work
with several other folks to pull in expertise required for our various projects,” he answered.He
might as well have said “I’m just starting out, I don’t have any business, and I’ll do anything to
make a buck.”If I were a prospect for him, there is no chance I would ask for a bid from his
company. Why? Because I want to hire experts, not generalists. Experts go deep into a topic.
That allows them to ask questions that hone in on what I might need. Really good experts, the
ones who have built a reputation for themselves, know all about a technical issue. They are able
to illustrate options for solutions and explain trade-offs. Hiring a generalist might seem cheaper
upfront, but their mile-wide, inch deep knowledge will likely overlook important considerations
that can be very costly down the road.Prospects Prefer Specialists, Not GeneralistsLet’s say you
were looking to build a deck for your house. Would you prefer hiring a company that specialized
in building decks, or a general contractor that did all sorts of construction projects? The deck
company will have numerous pictures of decks they have completed. They can also offer best
practices and answer questions about the pros and cons of the latest composite materials. A
generalist doesn’t have that level of depth.When you focus on a specific area of IT consulting,
you gain the ability to build a reputation for being the “go-to” source for that specialty. For
example, there are so many Microsoft products that you can use for developing solutions. Each
has its own purpose. A prospect who needs a SharePoint solution will find a SharePoint expert
to be the better bet over someone who also offers web design services. While you may be
technically adept at both, a prospect won’t see it that way. From their perspective, they want a
specialist. There is a level of comfort they get by knowing that their needs are being addressed
by someone who really knows their stuff.By developing a marketing message that is tuned into a
niche, you can target prospects like a laser beam. Your messaging becomes very clear and your
prospects become more comfortable with your capabilities. This means you have to pass on
opportunities that aren’t within your focus, regardless of your aptitude to offer all sorts of IT
consulting services. When you are starting out, that can seem like a hard pill to swallow. Just
think back to the deck builder for inspiration. Focusing on one specialty is important.Focus
Deeper, Pick One AudienceLet’s say you picked managed services as your area of specialty.



There are thousands of others who also offer managed services. Your competition could be one-
person shops to well-managed, finely-tuned corporations. How can you differentiate yourself
among so many choices that confuse your prospects?You could say you offer better service. But
everyone says that. Unless a prospect has hands-on experience working with you, or a trusted
adviser has recommended your services, they have to rely on other factors to make their
decision. So, now what?Ed Mana, owner of , a managed service provider (MSP) in New York,
figured out the answer. There are many MSPs offering their services to all kinds of organizations.
Their client bases include nonprofits, dentists, doctors, lawyers, and roster of other businesses.
Not Ed’s. He focuses on only one type of business: audio-visual companies. “There are riches in
niches,” Ed will tell you proudly.Ed’s extraordinary focus allows him to contact audio-visual
companies (and there are a lot of them in New York) and say something nobody else can say -
that he only provides managed services to audio-visual companies, so he has a much greater
understanding of their needs than any other MSP. His competition is no longer the other
thousands of MSPs knocking on their doors. It is only an MSP who also specializes in this niche,
and there aren’t many of those.The Building Blocks of Your Expert ReputationThe conversation
with prospects becomes very different when you speak their language. The services you may
offer are similar to other companies, but all that is lost in the prospect’s mind. They only care
about themselves and how you can help them.When they perceive that your services are
designed just for companies like them, you create a bond. You are no longer just one of those
other vendors adding clutter to the prospect’s buying process. You are viewed as the expert. You
start to build trust. And people buy from those they trust.Picking your area of specialty and
honing in on the audience you want to reach are the most critical steps in creating your
marketing strategy. You need to know exactly what you offer so prospects don’t get confused -
remember, they are not necessarily technical experts. That’s why they are looking to hire you for
technical work. You also need to know exactly who you need to reach so you can craft your
messaging appropriately. I’ll discuss how to construct the framework for your marketing
messages in the next chapter on your buyer personas.Checklist: Your Next StepsAt the end of
each chapter, I will provide you with questions to get you thinking about the concepts I’ve
covered and how you can apply them to your business. Use these checklists to be sure you are
getting the most out of each chapter as you refine your marketing efforts.- What audience could
you serve that is being overlooked, or is currently underserved? Look in your local Yellow Pages
to see how many listings there are for different types of industries for insight into market size and
potential.- How big is each potential niche that you identified? Roughly how many potential
customers can you identify? Is the niche too narrow (i.e., not enough potential customers)?-
Does the client base in this niche have the budget to be able to afford your services? Don’t
chase companies that can’t afford you - you’ll be wasting your time and theirs.- Do you have any
unique capabilities that can provide this niche with tools or services that others cannot?- What
can you tweak in your product or service offering that would resonate with buyers in this niche?-
Do you have any connections to some of the companies within this niche that can serve as



references or be profiled as case studies?2. The Most Overlooked First Step in Marketing: Your
Buyer Persona"The aim of marketing is to know and understand the customer so well the
product or service fits him and sells itself." - Peter DruckerWho Exactly Buys Your Technical
Services?A general doesn’t go into battle with guns blazing. There is careful and deliberate
planning. Without basic research and well-thought-out scenarios, he could drain resources
quickly.Your battle plan needs to focus on the right strategy and messaging to reach potential
buyers. That means your research needs to start with a clear understanding of your buyers’
motivations. Why would they pick you over anybody else? You need a clear picture of who buys
your products and services, their research and buying habits, the influencers that contribute to
the final purchasing decision, and the market forces that can sway a buyer’s timing.What Makes
Your Ideal Customer Buy What You Sell?Jeff LoSapio was hired to help a company identify how
their employees responded to a phishing attack. In the course of doing the project, he realized
there were numerous scenarios that he needed to account for which weren’t in the initial
budget.He saw an opportunity to turn this unsuccessful consulting project into a business. He
could help many companies through a SaaS (software as a service) solution that simulates a
phishing attack, monitors how employees react, and provides individual guidance on how to
handle the threat. was born.To make sure he didn’t spend his marketing dollars trying to reach
the wrong prospects, Jeff created a detailed profile of his ideal client, often referred to in
marketing circles as a buyer persona. He initially drafted four personas and then narrowed it
down to two that made the most sense for his business. He found that the role of his ideal client
varied based on an organization’s size. For large organizations, the ideal buyer was the person
responsible for threat assessments. In other organizations, it was the person responsible for
training.Once he knew the type of individual to target, he dove deeper into what makes that
person tick. He listed details like their organization size, industry, priorities, problems, and
challenges. He added information on who they influence and how they are influenced.Now,
when ThreatSim creates a marketing message, they know exactly who they are writing it to and
what their hot buttons are. Their buyer persona provides a detailed sketch of who they want to
reach so they don’t spin their wheels with people who are not their ideal targets.Keep An Eye
Out for ChangeWhen Chris Schroeder, CEO of mobile application management firm , drafted his
buyer personas for the first time, he included software developers. It made perfect sense at the
time since the individuals within an enterprise who were tasked to develop a mobile app were
the developers themselves. App47 is in a fast-changing industry, so Chris kept an eye out for
how his ideal client profile might evolve. Within one year, he noticed that the actual buyers of his
company’s products and services were usually the senior executives or business owners rather
than the developers. The developers still play a role - they influence the purchasing decision. But
it’s the senior executives and owners who have the budget authority to sign off on a project.The
personas Chris develops explore the specific pain points that an ideal customer has and
matches it to a feature in App47’s products. This exercise helps his team make the right pitch
because they know what affects a buyer’s thinking. And because of the speed with which



mobile application development is moving, he revisits his buyer persona twice a year to be sure
he is reaching the right client profile and can tweak his messaging appropriately.Find Your Most
Profitable CustomersMartijn van der Schaaf, CEO of , was one of the first managed service
providers in Holland to offer IT infrastructure and support for a fixed monthly price. Being first to
market with a new business model gave him a competitive edge - for a while. At the time, he also
offered web application development services, but soon retired that part of the business
because he did not find it to be as scalable.As competition crept in, Martijn realized he needed
to re-evaluate his business. He enlisted the help of a market research consultant to create a
survey for his existing clients. He wanted to know what type of client benefited most from his
company's services, which ones were the easiest to sell to, and who was the most
profitable.Some of the questions he asked were:How did you hear about our company?Which
factors influenced your decision process when you selected our company?Can you mention our
3 core values?Do you think our name is recognizable in the MSP market? If so, why? If not, why
not?How do you think we can improve brand recognition?Who would you list as our 3 closest
competitors?The last question revealed some very interesting responses. He found that
companies he thought were his competitors were not being mentioned by his customers. Some
of his clients even struggled to name anyone.Armed with insights from his financials and his new
market research report, Martijn knew what he had to do next.Instead of pursuing smaller
companies that had 5 to 25 seats, he targeted companies with 100 or more seats. Instead of
looking for all sorts of organizations, he narrowed his attention to four vertical markets. He
revamped his marketing material to address the needs of this tightly focused group."The
downside is that you have to say 'no' to some opportunities," says Martijn. His competitors offer
a wide array of products and services to a wide range of customers. This spreads them thin.
Martijn's focus on a particular persona empowers him to reach a specific type of client while
lowering his overhead costs and simplifying his internal processes.Not Just for Finding an Ideal
ClientYou can use the strategy of creating a buyer persona for more than just client profiles.
ThreatSim creates personas for their public relations efforts, too. Once they know which blogs,
magazines, and trade rags their target market reads, they look for writers who covered phishing
attacks in the past. They are the ones most likely to write about this in the future.TheatSim can
send examples of how they have helped companies thwart attacks through employee training.
By identifying the ideal writer’s persona, they are providing laser-focused parameters for their
team to reach the authors who are most likely to talk about their services.What Goes Into Your
Ideal Client ProfileTo create a buyer persona for your company, take a look at your current
customers to see who made the final purchasing decision. Chances are, it is not the person who
was tasked with researching options for products or services like yours. Identify your ideal client
using these parameters:- Organization size- Job title and role within the organization- Key
problems they face and how your solution saves them time and money, and relieves their
headaches- Roles of people who influence their decision process (subordinates like an internal
IT department, advisers like lawyers or accountants)- Budget and buying cycles- Professional



associations they join- Conferences they attend- Publications they readKnowing when people
make IT purchases will play a role in your strategy. Not everyone spends money on IT services
consistently throughout the year. Federal government buyers spend more in the spring and even
more in the summer due to their budget cycles. You should market to them heavily in the fall, just
after their fiscal year starts, to get on their radar when their budget gets fully funded and they
want to spend their allocation to avoid losing it.State and local governments have different fiscal
years, leading to different budgeting and buying cycles. It is important to take calendar-year
timing into account in your persona so you know when to invest in various marketing tactics.Your
persona should also include how your ideal client gets information. The advantage of knowing
what they read and where they hang out is that it tells you how to get in front of them. You will
know what association networking events to attend and where to put your public relations efforts.
You will increase your chances of meeting the right person to engage in a conversation.Going
through the exercise of profiling your buyer gives you the understanding of their buying process
for selecting a technology vendor. If you target sophisticated buyers, such as CIOs or CTOs,
your marketing collateral will require more technical depth than if you target people with less
technical knowledge.You can interview your existing clients to find out some of this information.
Talk to your best ones, not the ones you wish you didn’t have. Just ask them these basic who,
what, why, and where questions:- Who was involved in the decision process- What factors were
important to them in their evaluation- Why they picked you over other companies- Where they
find out about or get recommendations for services like yoursYour personas will also help you
identify the types of people you can reach through LinkedIn and other methods that I will talk
about in future chapters.Checklist: Your Next Steps- Looking at your current customers, who
makes the final purchasing decision? What is their job title and role within the organization?-
What key problems does this person face, and how could your solution save them time, money,
and make their life easier?- Who else influences their purchasing decision? What publications,
conferences, or professional associations shape their views?- How can you reach this person to
share your solution?- If you are having trouble creating your buyer persona, take some time to
interview your best clients, asking them the questions above.3. Honing Your Marketing
Message"Marketing is too important to be left to the marketing department." - David
PackardKnowing What to SayOnce you know your ideal client profile, or your buyer persona,
coming up with your marketing pitch becomes remarkably easier. Pretend your persona is a
potential client. You can have a make-believe dialog with that person and imagine how they
would respond. This will give you insight into preparing for real encounters with people who
match your persona’s characteristics.An Elevator Speech that Leads to a ConversationCould
you convey the value of what you do in the time it takes an elevator to travel from the top floor of
a building down to the lobby? If not, you need to develop and memorize your "elevator speech,"
which clearly and succinctly answers the question, "So, what do you do?"Abraham Lincoln used
to say that it would take him two weeks to write a 20-minute speech, but he could talk for two
hours with-out any notice at all.
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Smileys77, ““Thanks!” again for the great info. I really appreciated your tip on how to spend your
networking time more wisely. When I read that section, I realized I was a member of two network
groups which really aren’t a good fit when considering the ROI of my time. I also realized that I
currently spend the least amount of time with another networking group, but that group actually
the perfect ROI fit and where I need to spend most of my time cultivating relationships. I realized
being an active group member meant more than just showing up to meetings and talking to
people. I love it when I have a light bulb turn on!”

Mandy.A, “Finally found something in writing that supports what I've been telling my manager!. I
agree with the points the author made on the importance of providing educational contents.
While I do agree that this book is a good read for small & medium companies, this is applicable
for MNCs too. I've been working for some major IT MNCs and noticed that a lot of them still have
the "I'm XXX so just buy my product and you wont go wrong" messaging!Hope I can leverage on
this e-book to support myself when I talk to my manager the next time :)”

Jason K., “Surprisingly Good. I'm a sales trainer and I work in the IT VAR industry.These guys
got it right. I enjoyed the book and you can tell the writers have walked the walk.If you sell in the
IT field, get this book. Your customers are not often interested in the technical features of what
you offer--and this book will show you what else to ask your prospects about.”

iskha, “Full of example to get your brain going. I have read lots of book in marketing but none did
as good as this book especially on the first part. You might want to skip the social media, blogs
etc if you know already know it. What I really love about this book is that it is full example, not just
a bunch of idea and theories on how to do stuff but the author give mostly real life example to
enforce the concept. Think about a calculus book with lots of example. Other cool stuff is the
checklist which can be helpful if you want to refer some of the concept brought upon this book
some time in the future. What I did is just copy paste the checklist to my evernote for future
reference.To sum'em up, highly recommended for those in tech business or still considering it,
mostly B2B, in figuring out a way on how to get more lead and client.”

jeremy battis, “So far the greatest IT marketing book yet!. This is by far the most helpful IT related
marketing book out there, and am thankful to have found it. While being fairly new to the IT
industry and taking on a Sales Account Manager role and also being in charge of implementing
a marketing plan for the business, I have stumbled getting on the right track, however, Raj's e-
book opened my eyes and will be a heavily used reference moving forward! I highly recommend
for anyone in sales or marketing in the IT business.”

Maikeru, “From someone in IT Marketing. I enjoy reading books for work, and this one written by



Raj Khera is one of the best I've read. It's a niche part of the marketing industry, though Khera
was able to keep things as simple as possible. Overall, Khera is able to explain what you should
do - and what not to do-- with your marketing campaigns and how to improve current
efforts.After you're done reading the book, "Chapter 13: Your IT Marketing Checklist" and the
Foreword are great ways to round off what's learned from the book.”

David Mountain, “Business Marketing 101 - Great Resource for Business Owners. Raj Khera
has written an easy to understand marketing primer for IT business owners. This is a particularly
effective book for people who don’t have a strong sales or marketing background. The book is
focused on the IT market, and provides a good mix of concepts and concrete examples. This
book is a great how-to guide for IT company leaders who need to grow their business.”

Isaac, “Four Stars. an easy read and found it useful”

jrafuse, “Five Stars. Good e-book.”

The book by Raj Khera has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 44 people have provided feedback.
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